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Yarn used

Jamieson’s Shetland Spindrift
1 ball each in Natural White 104,
Shetland Black 101, Scarlet 500,
Salmon 301, Emerald 792, Laurel
329, Petrol 750, Sky 130
£2.90 per ball from
www.jamiesonsofshetland.co.uk

About the yarn

4-ply; 105m per 25g ball;
100% Shetland wool

Tension

Measured over blocked colourwork
10cm

10cm

30 rows

22 sts

Needles used

3mm DPNs, 20cm

Other supplies
stitch marker

For a full list of abbreviations please
see the glossary on page 95

Thomas Street
Tablet Cosy
The list of gadgets we love to own means only one
thing for knitters – more things to knit for!
his tablet cosy was designed by our
editor for her own little gadget, which
she mostly uses for storing knitting
patterns and music on the move. The
stranded knit fabric is perfect for a gadget
cosy because the strands create a denser
fabric, with extra padding.

T

on two needles. Cast off using three-needle
cast off (see tutorial on page 48).
Weave in ends and block.

Schematic

Start knitting...
Cast on 60 sts in Shetland Black. Join to
work in the rnd, being careful not to twist
sts. Pm to mark beg of rnd.
Rnds 1-5: *K2 Shetland Black, p2 Natural
White; rep from * to end.
Rnd 6: With Shetland Black, knit.
Work from charts in the following order:
Hearts, Wave, Clover, Hearts, Wave, Clover.
Arrange sts so that you have 30 sts each

Wave

20 cm

Essentials

12.5 cm

Clover

Designed by

Kate Heppell

I’m a sucker for
stranded knits,
so I loved every
minute of knitting
this design! It’s
named for Thomas
Street, in Manchester’s trendy
Northern Quarter, where every bar
seems to be packed to the rafters
with trendy young men in Fair Isle
vests (even in the middle of summer)

Hints & tips

For different sizes, cast on any
multiple of 12 sts and knit until you
reach the desired length – this size
uses less than 5g of each colour of
yarn, so you will have plenty of
yarn to produce a bigger cosy
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Thomas Street Tablet Cosy

BEGINNER

80g 4-PLY

KNIT IN...
days
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